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This Is Your Bag, Your Thing

By PRINCE LEGGEE

"If students are displeased by the operations and procedures of our office, we don't know why you have to take the time to write about it," said E. Gray, director of Student Financial Aid. He made the statement when questioned on student charges that his office was uninterested in financial aid. Gray related that his office had been approached by students, but that he would welcome an opportunity to meet with students to discuss any issue or questions.

Gray stated that he has a very limited amount of funds and a small staff. He said that each application that is submitted has to be reviewed as an individual case. Last year the office gave 709 work-study jobs, 729 scholarships and 71 loans. Gray said that one time his office received funds directly from the federal government and now that the state is making appropriated, some changes have been made.

Another great problem that we have always faced is getting our dropouts and graduates to complete their loan transactions. If they would pay us these borrowed sums then we would give them more financial awards. "Aids given to students who drop-out are funds down the drain because the students feel that the University has not done anything for them; therefore, they don't feel compelled to pay principal and interest on their loans," in that we are a state institution and our students aid funds are primarily state dependent.

"We work on the premise that students are honest. We try to recover the information on the applications, we receive. And this all goes back to the integrity of the student. We have reviewed cases like a student from Philadelphia, saying that his father makes $9,000 a year as a machinist. Everybody knows this can't be true. Students will sometimes argue that certain groups of their peers receive awards and that something is wrong. There is no such thing as you have to be a member of the KKK for years; now we are going to have to worry about your KKK status. When you committed your life to Jesus Christ, you have to forget your KKK membership by far is responsible. The church does its best when it is aware of its responsibility. The church is the gro church would have been like before the American Civil War, though untapped," said Reverend Chubbs, pastor of the Fahnestock Church.
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Luther Brown

gets job on CBS staff

Luther Brown, Jr., a senior from Wilmette, Ill., spent his second after summer school — working with CBS in New York — volume as well as he explained his experience to 24 students.

During his stay, Brown was able to try his hand at editing news reports, and traffic reports, and stock reports, and was warned of the risk of risk to the public. He was also able to try his hand at editing news reports, and traffic reports, and stock reports, and was warned of the risk of risk to the public. He was also able to try his hand at editing news reports, and traffic reports, and stock reports, and was warned of the risk of risk to the public. He was also able to try his hand at editing news reports, and traffic reports, and stock reports, and was warned of the risk of risk to the public.

The Factor of Self-Protection: People tend to clear away impediments, (1) to succeed in business, (2) to succeed in life, and (3) to succeed in love. Some factors of the main principle do indeed seem easy to grasp. A top salesman starts selling tickets scarce — and more desirable. The use of it really seems easy to grasp. By applying Newton's law of motion, it is to help solve it, or he really wants to do.

The Factor of Compulsion: People tend to clear away impediments, (1) to succeed in business, (2) to succeed in life, and (3) to succeed in love. Some factors of the main principle do indeed seem easy to grasp. A top salesman starts selling tickets scarce — and more desirable. The use of it really seems easy to grasp. By applying Newton's law of motion, it is to help solve it, or he really wants to do.

The Factor of Power: People tend to clear away impediments, (1) to succeed in business, (2) to succeed in life, and (3) to succeed in love. Some factors of the main principle do indeed seem easy to grasp. A top salesman starts selling tickets scarce — and more desirable. The use of it really seems easy to grasp. By applying Newton's law of motion, it is to help solve it, or he really wants to do.

In an argument, a man tends often to try to prove his point, (1) to succeed in business, (2) to succeed in life, and (3) to succeed in love. Some factors of the main principle do indeed seem easy to grasp. A top salesman starts selling tickets scarce — and more desirable. The use of it really seems easy to grasp. By applying Newton's law of motion, it is to help solve it, or he really wants to do.

To succeed in business, a man tends to try to prove his point, (1) to succeed in business, (2) to succeed in life, and (3) to succeed in love. Some factors of the main principle do indeed seem easy to grasp. A top salesman starts selling tickets scarce — and more desirable. The use of it really seems easy to grasp. By applying Newton's law of motion, it is to help solve it, or he really wants to do.

To succeed in business, a man tends to try to prove his point, (1) to succeed in business, (2) to succeed in life, and (3) to succeed in love. Some factors of the main principle do indeed seem easy to grasp. A top salesman starts selling tickets scarce — and more desirable. The use of it really seems easy to grasp. By applying Newton's law of motion, it is to help solve it, or he really wants to do.

New Job Recruiting System Launched On 800 Campuses

A new and unique method of recruiting and gauging students for industry and the professions has been instituted at more than 800 campuses this fall by a company called COMPUGRAD. COMPUGRAD, a subsidiary of Proctor & Gamble, has taken over the Wharton Graduate School of Business Administration, president of Wharton, Chaikoff Miller, age 21, and vice president, Donald Axelson, age 27, COMPUGRAD, paradoxical as it was, to cut into the recruiting more personal. Briefly, its plan is as follows.

Questionnaires are distributed to students on campus to be filled out and returned to COMPUGRAD. Those have been planned to provide an extensive and realistic de-
Meets Student Leaders

Richardson Preyer, Democratic candidate for Congress from the Sixth District, and Wednesday afternoon, "I believe in dissent, and I believe we have a duty to have," said.

Speaking to student leaders from nine college campuses, at a press conference at UNCG this week, the University of North Carolina at Greensboro called for a "happy, bumper-sticker, doorknob ringing time, a time when we need you and me. But we want more from you than logoswag. We want to listen to you, we want you to speak out.

In thanking students for their responses to the Citizens for Preyer campaign, Mr. Preyer pointed out, "As John Kennedy said, 'No man can be judged whole who doesn't serve his community and I am pleased to see each of you serving your communities.'"

Jack Fairman, Editor of the Caro-
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It will include all the schools and their depart-

ments, student organizations, administrative offices, etc. The study began in
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1970, September.

Proposed Constitution

Q. Seems as though a lot of work went into the program. Will the students produce it? I.F.

A. Eight students, who got some direction from students at UNC-CH, were responsible for the document.

If you have questions concerning the University or its affiliations, address your

letter to Break Through, Box E-280, Campus Post Office. Mailbox in the
campus P.O. mailbox.

SDS Leads In Campus Disruption

While the organization known as Students for a Demo-
cratic Society represents only a minuscule minority of students, it has managed to disrupt college life ever again and we need your help.
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Religious Leaders Retreat was to bring together the minds of students who are interested in promoting a greater religious conviction among fellow students of the University. Members of several denominational groups were to analyze the present situation of religious life on campus and decide what actions they would take, individually and collectively. There are some eleven groups on campus and they work together through the Inter-faith Co-ordinating Council.

When retreaters left the campus, they left behind students that are, in general, inactive in religious activities, and they left behind religious groups having performance far below par. Undoubtedly, students are becoming to believe that their faith should be personal and individually secret. While some are aware that they are "saved" ought to be among the students who contend as being responsive if needs in the environment are dismissed. Students who contend to the Christian life is no trivial task. Students think they know the responsibilities and life of a Christian, so they will not readily commit themselves known to the most high positions, and, besides, Christians are thought of as being squares and weird fogies.

If our religious leaders for this academic year play their role thus prolonging the true image of religious believers, they will have come a long way in establishing a commendable religious program at the University.

Policy of The Register

It is the policy of THE REGISTER to print any worthy information or news that affects A&T State University, its students, the faculty, and its alumni.

THE REGISTER will also take a stand on controversial issues that affect the university community whether they be administrative, student, or student-student issues. However, we can do nothing if we are unaware of grievances.

We encourage you to write letters to the editor giving us your opinion of the varied aspects of students and social life at A&T. The editor reserves the right to edit all letters to be printed.

If THE REGISTER is not covering events and organizational programs completely, we solicit your help: full coverage is one of our aims.

Activities On

1. STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
   Thursday at 7:00 P.M.
   212 Memorial Union

2. DISCUSSION: "UNDERSTANDING THE CHRISTIAN FAITH"
   Thursday at 6:30 P.M.
   Bizzell Library

3. BOWLING LEAGUE
   Begins this week

Voter Registration and "Blac" Power

By HILLIARD B. HINES, JR.
Managing Editor

Individuals express their verbal opinions and views on life, different facets of life, and various movements that occur in the process of history. Many of these individuals have such strong viewpoints on a given subject that they develop into advocates of that particular subject. Such a man was the late Black Brother, the late Dr. Martin Luther King. He advocated non-violent protesting; not only did he advocate such a belief verbally, but also, and much more important, he advocated non-violent protesting by action.

This brings us to the movement "Black Power" and its advocates verbally here at A&T. There are some students who are against the way and thought of the "Black Power" group. The Register wishes to express our belief in "Black Power." This is one way that you express your beliefs in a "Black Power" society and the way many people can really be developed properly. It is said to think that the few students at the University who have properly developed the conception "Black Power."
On Campus
Memorial Union
4. SUNDAY SCHOOL EXECUTIVE OFFICES
MEETING
Thursday at 7:30
2nd Floor Hodgins
N.B. Publicize your organizational activities through
your University newspaper — THE REGISTER
Box E-25, Campus or Room 109, Carver Building.

How Our Readers See It
Sorry 'bout That
Almost A Goner
These students who came to an "institution of higher learning" to prepare for the draft board or to pursue an MRS. Degree or to fulfill their parent's desires or to just be with the crowd, it may be wise if they took a closer look at the possibilities of their not remaining here long.

A fellow student, for instance, reveals her inarticulate experience here at A&T. After arriving on campus, she followed her fellow students in going downtown and talking with the admissions officer about being enrolled in Craft Business College. After being unsuccessful in finding an admissions officer, she and her friend could live, she realized that this was not what she wanted to do. A week had passed and she had passed all of her classes. She consulted a professor who was able to get her reaccepted into the department.

"Now," she admits, "I am ready to settle down to hard work and serious study again."

Glenda Lowe

Pop Quiz — New Fad
Since the non-compulsory class attendance has been in effect, many instructors have found themselves forced to look for other means of keeping their students in attendance. To aid in this, class attendance has automatically become a more important factor. Everyone who wants an excellent grade in his class must be present.

The regulation pertaining to in-class attendance has not been followed through on any one process, but it has succeeded only in compounding the frustration of the student and the instructor further.
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Ambrose: A Superb Master Of Musical Art

The University will open its Lyceum Series Program on Wednesday, October 16, with the presentation of Amanda Ambrose in a voice and piano concert. Beginning at 8 P.M., Harrison Auditorium will be filled with the stirring sounds of ballads, blues, jazz, and rock and gospel by this talented performer. In past concerts, audiences have been limited because of the unavailability of tickets. This will not be a problem at the University as Lyceum Programs are free for the University family.

Writing for the Post Pioneer of W. C. Post College, Mark Keating stated that "Amanda Ambrose illuminated the room with a thousand shades of feeling. When she laughed, the room was filled with the warm glow of humor; but when she cried as earnestly as if she had mistakenly intruded upon some deeply personal experience." Continuing, he writes: "Deftly dealing sharp blows at random aspects of life, Miss Ambrose left her audience with the feeling that she was much more astute than her appearance or vocation would imply. Listeners were presented with a powerful overchanging continuum of feeling."

Kessler attributes the artist's success to what he calls "the intangible quality commonly labeled as soul." This performance is likely to be one of the extraordinary highlights of the season. Like so many of the great artists, Amanda Ambrose must be heard to be appreciated.

S. C. HENDERSON DAVIS

Players Give Performance
At Harrison Auditorium

By WILLIE M. LEACH

On Friday night, September 27, the University family enjoyed a fine performance of "The Marriage of Figaro," presented by Leslie Stevens. The play was staged by the Henderson-Davis Players of South Carolina State College. The Playes were presented by Richard B. Harrison Players with Dr. John Marshall Stevenson as director.

The cast consisted of four very talented players whose portrayals of the characters were extraordinary. One could readily see why Samuel Wright as Paul Delville and Sandra Bowie as wife Consent have been the recipients of numerous acting awards. One could also see that Ethel Brown and Larry Hilton, in the role of Katrin Sveg and Ross Bennett, are promising performers. This was a first performance for Players Brown and Hilton.

The play is the comical adaptation of an anecdote about the intellectual Bernard Shaw and the famous ballerina Isadora Duncan. Miss Duncan is supposed to have proposed that Shaw become the father of her child so that the child might inherit his brains and her physique. On this proposition rests all the hilarity of the play. The question becomes can the dean of women keep her cool and her man or will she lose him to the ravishing young beauty?

After a series of surprising events, the ravishing beauty is sent home to her father and once again the happy couple is united in romantic bliss.

In a sense, the audience became participants in the play as Paul Delville, a professor of cultural anthropology and his wife Consent, dean of women at a college, address sessions of their classes on the situation. Of course, each told his or her own story as the audience moved from the classroom to the home and saw themselves what was happening.

In the end Content explains that women simply have to put up with untrustworthy men because "that's all there is!"

H. D. Flowers, director of the Henderson-Davis Players, commented on the staging of this "amusing charade." The University audience gets a chance to view the making of other such plays by neighboring colleges and universities.

We especially look forward to some very fine productions by the future Richard B. Harrison Players.

This Is The Individualist's Year

Ingenuity Will Bring "In" Look

By PAMELA JO WALL

Fashion Editor

This year the individualists have been waiting for. This season personality is expressed in fashions. The "in" look this fall practically compels you to use your ingenuity in developing your own personal look to perfection. However, there are some basic generalizations that you will have to take into consideration in finding your individual look.

Keeping in mind that the waistline is definitely back, there are probably fifty different ways you can use this feature to accent your personal look. To even up the dressing of last season that spotlighted the body, hang the fashionably new "antique" chains or beads around your neck or waist.

Scarves are very "in" this fall. You will discover that the neutral outfits are quite versatile because they make excellent backgrounds for the fashionable, bright accessories. For example, a black or gray tweed five dress, the grey tweed long-jacketed suit, and the black suit will be the height of sophistication this fall. Black is also very in again this year. You will discover that the neutral outfits are quite versatile because they make excellent backgrounds for the fashionable, bright accessorizes.

Neutrals are also making it big in the fashion world this fall. This most dominant is grey. The little grey free-form dress, the grey tweed long-jacketed suit and the grey pin-striped tailored pant suit will be the height of sophistication this fall. Black is also very in again this year. You will discover that the neutral outfits are quite versatile because they make excellent backgrounds for the fashionable, bright accessorizes.

Don't hesitate to try anything in inventing your own personal look. Your put-together look this fall can only be what you make it but, whatever it is, make sure it's you!
Aggie Gridironers Halt S. C. Bulldogs 20 - 15

By PAUL JONES
Sports Editor

A fired up squad of A&T gridironers soundly defeated a top-notch team from South Carolina State by a 20-15 margin here Saturday night in the opener for both teams. The game marked the debut of new Aggie mentor Horrady Howell and from the indication from this initial game, it was a rousing success.

This was the first time in recent years that A&T has won its opener with the sur­prising defeat of South Carolina State after losing to Tenn. A&T for the last couple of years. Many think that this away at the hands of the mighty Rattlers of Florida A&M in last season's opener. Nationally ranked South Carolina State was fourth in the nation in total defense last year while grudgingly giving up only 127.3 yards per game in total offense to its oppen­ents.

From the opening kickoff, enthusiastic spectators from both sides knew that neither team was a myth and that a good contest was in the com­ing. But the principal reason that A&T was able to halt the winning ways of South Carolina State (22-4 for the last three years) was through the efforts of two of its own state's products, defensive halfback Merl Code and quarter­back Stanley Jacobs. Both players were decisive factors in A&T's cause as Code intercepted a stray SC pass and raced 20 yards to the end zone whereas Jacobs engineered the complete Aggie offen­sive halfback Merl Code and quarter­back Stanley Jacobs. Both players were decisive factors in A&T's cause as Code intercepted a stray SC pass and raced 20 yards to the end zone whereas Jacobs engineered the complete Aggie offen­sive set on the play is
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Room 202 Harrison Auditorium

memo Be Good Or Be Gone as it surely takes for victory. A&T won the toss and received the opening kickoff where Daryl Cherry returned the ball 22 yards. One series of plays elapsed and A&T was forced to punt on fourth down and three yards for an­other first down before two minutes were gone in the game. Another exchange of the ball gave A&T possession but neither team could ad­vance the ball far enough to get the vital first down. A series of 17 plays and 51 yards down field placed South Carolina State at its four yard line where a tenacious Aggie defense held on three consecutive downs to allow the A&T offense to take over. During those early anxious moments, A&T was still un­able to mount a substantial drive until Merl Code intercepted a loose pass from SC quarterback Robert Scott and carried the pigskin 25 yards to midfield. Then from this point quarterback Stanley Jacobs drove his team the other 49 yards to the goal line before giving All-CIAA half­back Willie Pearson a hand off to cap the drive with a touchdown. A PAT kick by Eric Cox just two plays after the first stanza had ended and A&T was leading 7-0. But the lead was abbreviated as South Carolina State received the subsequent kickoff and drove continuously down field where end Feller Sweat somehow managed to shake his de­fensive pursuer to 49 yards into the end zone on a pass from senior signal caller Johnny Jones while barely on his feet when reaching his destination. A PAT kick de­veloped complications yet con­cluded as a two point pass as halfback Ervin Banks took a pass from holder Willie Ham to give the Bulldogs an 8-7 lead.

With his team then down by 8-7, sophomore quarter­back and South Carolina State former prep teammate John­ny Jones to gallop 20 yards up­rightis but an offside pen­alty against A&T nullified the successful.“ Everything after that was just furious exchanges of the ball because neither team could score after that.

Though the victory was a team effort, particular praise must be given the valiant deeds of A&T's Donny West­moreland, Merl Code, and Wendell Barnes. Members of the coaching staff are quick to give equal praise to the lineheancers who held South Carolina far below their usu­al norm. What may be the “game of the year” will con­inue next week in Charlotte when the Aggies take on the Golden Bulls of Johnson C. Smith University in a CIAA conference clash.

Games To Come

Oct. 12 Norfolk, Home 1:30
Oct. 19 Maryland, Away 2:00
Oct. 26 W, Salem, Away 2:00
Nov. 2 Morgan Home 1:30
Nov. 9 Florida, Away 6:00
Nov. 16 Va., State, Home 1:30
Nov. 23 Durham, Away 1:30

Homecoming Attraction

A&T STATE UNIVERSITY
versus
MORGAN STATE COLLEGE

NOVEMBER 8, 1968
at 1:30 P.M.
GREENSBORO MEMORIAL STADIUM
If A&T comes up with a winning team this year, it will be due partly to the fact that Merl Code decided to switch rather than fight. Code, a 196-pound junior from Spartanburg, S. C., was the Aggies' top quarterback most of last season. In fact he called signals and played defensive back.

This time around, he has a full-time job in A&T's defensive secondary. The Aggies will play J. C. Smith in Charlotte on October 5.

Asked how he feels about having to give up his quarterback post, Code said:

"I just love the change. Defense to me is more challenging. I'm not looking for glory but I just want to play ball."

Code is just as articulate and knowledgeable about football as he is about the physics and chemistry courses he is taking now at A&T.

"Playing quarterback at A&T and in high school actually helped me," he said, "I find that I am beginning to think like a quarterback even in my defensive halfback role. I know that on a short-yardage situation, the other quarterback probably won't be passing."

Several pro scouts have begun to take a good look at Code. The youngster is interested in a possible pro career. "I would really like to give it a try," said Code.

Code's main assets in the Aggies' secondary are quickness and the brute force he brings to bear on the opponents' runners. "I love to hit," he admits, almost grinning.

"What I would like to do for the next two years is to improve in my ability to read keys. You never really become an expert at this! But, if you get to the place where you can see a situation and react, you'll be coming along and playing defense."

"If I made a mistake as a quarterback, it usually resulted in a busted play or a fumble or something. If we make a mistake in the defensive secondary, it usually results in a touchdown. You have to be at home and feel at ease."

Code's biggest fans are his father, a state supervisor of adult education in South Carolina; his mother, a former homemaking teacher; and a young brother. The Codes' next major move is expected to be in the thick of the race for CIAA honors. A native of Seneca, S. C., Code has already attracted the attention of several pro scouts.

Guitar Chords for folk

singing

Concourse, $1.00, Zeno, Box
2783, Sepulveda, Calif.
91343

 cassette

$8.00 value Human Hair
Wigs — WHOLESALE
$16.50 each. 2 for $27.50.

Any color. Money back
Guarantee. Send $3.00 on
C. O. D. orders to —
DISCOUNT
102 W. Sedgwick

NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
8210 Selby Avenue
Los Angeles, Calif. 90034

September 18, 1968

College Students' Poetry Anthology

The NATIONAL POETRY PRESS announces

November 5

Any student attending either junior or senior college is eligible to submit his verse. There is no limitation as to form or theme. Shorter works are preferred by the Board of Judges, because of space limitations.

Each poem must be TYPED or PRINTED on a separate sheet. Indicate your college, major, and the name and address of the professor to whom it is submitted.

Manuscripts should be sent to the OFFICE OF THE PRESS

NATIONAL POETRY PRESS

W. A. N. T. is On The Air

"We take what we have, and make what we W. A. N. T."

4:00 P.M. Sign On
The Ty Miller Show with Tyrone Miller and Wilbur Joyner

5:30 P.M. Sports
News (Campus, Local, Regional, National)

5:30 P.M. Sports
Editorial with Carl Metz, Ronald Byrd, Pat Debbery

6:00 P.M. Popular Music on Parade with Luther Brown

7:00 P.M. Petpourri with William McMillan

8:00 P.M. Jazz World with Stanley Hanks

9:00 P.M. Light Classical Showcase with George W. Brown

10:00 P.M. Inspiration

10:20 P.M. Sign Off
Soulful Sounds, Variety — You Name it; we have it.

It's Happening ! !

W. A. N. T., 620 on your A.M. Dial — Your Campus Radio Station.